Draft 3 review prompts. Please at minimum address the following prompts in your peer’s Google Document. Some prompts will best be answered by inserting a comment; others can be answered at the end of the document:

- Overall, please bold or underline main phrases to indicate something you thought was intriguing or well put. Afterwards, discuss.
- Overall: is the cost to a stakeholder in terms of $$, time, and/or health stressed? Indicate where. Indicate where the author might do so more.
- Is the focusing statement/first mention of thesis or launching question as specific as possible? Suggest further adjectives or wording to make it even more specific.
- How clearly do the topic sentences explain, extend or reference the initial focusing statement/thesis/question? (check the first and last sentences of each paragraph that follows). At times of course, a paragraph is simply explanatory of a previous paragraph so its topic sentence may not refer to the thesis. Overall, however, there should be clear ties in the first and last sentences of paragraphs. Cheer good ones. Mark where you don’t see them.
- Look for two main sources. You should be able to identify them because the author is introduced by their profession, expertise, and mention of their argument/main purpose in writing their original piece. Look at how extensively the author works with these sources. Does the author also show how these authors’ ideas coordinate with other author’s (sources) ideas? Point out where.
- Check grammar, mechanics, and use of citations.
- In the conclusion, does the author more so repeat the original question or claim? Suggestions?